THE SHIP
THE WHOLE WORLD KNOWS
A Worthy Representative of any Business in the World

"London on the wire," said Central. Leslie Irvin, parachute maker in England ordered a Ryan by 'phone. He wanted Ryan stability in demonstrating his product.

A cable from Hankow! Two Ryans wanted by the Chinese Nationalist government. A rush order based on records of reliable performance made by fine Ryan ships now being operated between Hankow and Canton.

Fifty-two degrees below zero! But the Ryan made its regular winter trips between Whitehorse and Dawson. "Safety and most reliable means of transportation between points named," says Yukon Airways & Exploration Company.

Ten to twenty days by pack train, railroad and coasting vessel from Port of Ft.iem to the capital of Guatemala. Ooo jungle and mountain range, impassable by other means, the Ryan flies the route in three hours.

Japanese duration and distance records smashed! It was done by Fumio Habuto, Japanese aviator, who flew a Ryan 3,000 Kilometers in thirteen hours and thirty minutes—non-stop.

Captain Hanley flies a Ryan across the Tasmanian Sea, 1,139 miles. A record trip between Australia and New Zealand. Just an incident in the breaking-in of fine Ryan ships shipped to the antipodes.

These are actual bits of news—flashes from the world-wide story of Ryan performance.

Ryan, the ship Lindbergh flew across the Atlantic, the ship the whole world knows.

And now the latest model Ryan is ready—the six-place Brougham. A still more brilliant performer, a still more beautiful ship.

In ease of handling, inherent stability and sureness of control, the outstanding ship of its type. Powered by the Wright Whirlwind 300 horsepower J-6 engine. Suited to the needs of modern business and a growing factor in large affairs. Use it in your business, you will find it a worthy representative.

For handsome, illustrated catalogue, write The Mahoney-Ryan Aircraft Corporation, Anglum, St. Louis County, Missouri.

THE NEW
BROUGHAM
SISTER SHIP OF THE "SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS"

RYAN FOR SIX